Hippocampus (The Atlantis Revolution Book 1)

An Island that Shouldnt Exist... A Life He
Didnt Know... A Destiny That Cant Be
Escaped There was no turning back. We
were going to set into motion a revolution
that could either save Atlantis or leave it
destroyed in the process. Sixteen-year-old
Trey Atlas known life is a lie. While he
was raised in Miami, Trey was actually
born in Atlantis. Sent off the legendary
island as a baby for his own safety, Trey is
the only living heir to the Atlantean throne.
Whether he likes it or not, Trey has to go
back to his birthplace and accept his role as
the Ruling Prince and lead the revolution to
defeat the Knights of the Abyss.
Otherwise, thousands of innocent lives and
his true family legacy could be lost forever.
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reviews. Michael said: Spectacular, adventurous and magical is what sums up this awesome book. I am so happy that I
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first book if you havent read it yet) TheHippocampus has 114 ratings and 26 reviews. Hippocampus (The Atlantis
Revolution #1). by To see what your friends thought of this book, please sign up.Tom Tancin has 13 books on
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